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The Composer

Notable Women (described as a “hidden gem” in the UK Guardian), received great critical praise.

The first composer to win the American Academy in Berlin Prize Fellowship, Laura Elise

William Zagorski (Fanfare) wrote of it “it evokes a sense of serene mystery and infinite beauty.” John

Schwendinger, Professor of Composition at the University of Wisconsin Madison and Director of the

Van Rhein wrote of Eighth Blackbird’s performance of High Wire Act (Chicago Tribune) “it evinced

Contemporary Chamber Ensemble there, was born in Mexico. Her music has been commissioned and

an acute sonic imagination and sure command of craft.” Of her Song for Andrew, Anthony Tommasini

performed by leading artists of our time, including Dawn Upshaw (on tour 1997-2003 and on Voices

wrote (New York Times) “The piece is darkly attractive, artful and moving…” and of her Fable,

of Our Time, a TDK/Naxos DVD), the Arditti and JACK quartets, Jennifer Koh, The International

Richard Buell (Boston Globe) wrote in his review “This was shrewd composing, the genuine article.

Contemporary Ensemble, Janine Jansen, Eighth Blackbird, New Juilliard Players, Collage New Music,

Onto the ‘season’s best’ list it goes.”

Left Bank Concert Series and the Theater Chamber Players (both at the Kennedy Center), StonyBrook
Premiere Series, Contempo, CUBE, Boston Musica Viva, Aspen Ensemble, The Trinity Choir
(Carnegie Hall 2012), American Composers Orchestra, and the Franz Liszt Chamber Orchestra of

The Music

Hungary; At Carnegie Hall, the Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts, Wigmore Hall, Berlin

Esprimere (2007) for cello and orchestra (from the Italian, meaning to express or voice), was written

Philharmonic, Alice Tully Hall, Symphony Space, Times Center, BargeMusic, Corcoran Gallery of

in 2007 for cellist Matt Haimovitz and was premiered by the University of Wisconsin Orchestra with

Art, MOMA, the Theatre du Chatalet, the National Arts Center of Canada, and the Tanglewood, Aspen

him as soloist the following year. The work consists of four movements (fast-slow-scherzo-fast). After

and Ojai Music Festivals. Her honors include those from the Guggenheim, Koussevitzky and Fromm

a three chord statement of dramatic sweep, the first movement marked Con Moto, sets up a fast moto-

Foundations, Radcliffe Institute, Copland House, Harvard Musical Association, Chamber Music

rhythmic ostinato figure, which is the mesh that the rest of the material works with, floats above or

America, American Composers Forum, Land Salzburg, KOFOMI Austria, the MacDowell and Yaddo

intertwines with. Movement 2, marked Teneramente, is the longest of the four movements. A rhapsodic,

Colonies, the Rockefeller Foundation’s Bellagio Center, American Academy of Arts and Letters (a Goddard

searching cello part is buffeted by lush chromatic harmonies in the strings. The movement attains it

Leiberson Fellowship given to “mid-career composers of exceptional gifts” and an Charles Ives

climax after the counterpoint reaches its highest level of complexity and the cello hits a high A7, four

Scholarship) and first-prize of the 1995 ALEA III Competition. Notable premieres include a Miller

ledger lines above the stave. In the third movement, a jazzy scherzando-like texture marked Giocoso

Theater commission (for Jennifer Koh), an American Composers Orchestra Commission, SHADINGS

Novico (playfully mischievous), the first chair cellist (Parry Karp of the ProArte Quartet in this recording)

(Zankel Hall), and her High Wire Act, which has been performed by dozens of groups across the

and the soloist, then percussion harp and strings, share a rhythmically challenging “klangfarben” line,

country. Other notable commissions and projects include those by the Lincoln Trio (a Chamber Music

which dances through the smaller sub-groups and is occasionally interrupted by harmonic fields of

America Commission), her second String Quartet for the JACK Quartet, Footfalls (A Roger Shapiro

strings or winds. After a dramatic and rising orchestral tutti, the final movement is followed by the

Fund for New Music/ Cygnus ensemble commission) for Sounding Beckett staged at the Classic Stage

soloist, and thereafter a chase ensues with soloist trading fast moving lines with the orchestra. All

Company in New York (2012), Matt Haimovitz’s Ucello ensemble, and a Sinfonietta for the New

reaches its climax in a muscular and dramatic “klangfarben” line, spanning throughout the orchestra,

Juilliard Players (2013). Her C’è la Luna Questa Sera?, recorded by the Lincoln Trio, on Cedille’s

from the lowest basses through the highest piccolo. After a virtuosic cadenza, the ending has the soloist

vie for attention until the climax of the movement, but now with the “bravura music” in the orchestra.

playing the main figures at a lighting fast tempo. The work is dedicated to the memory of Witold

By contrast, Movement 2, marked Molto Espressivo, starts with a very simple poignant melody in the

Lutoslawski, and to the incredible Matt Haimovitz.

solo violin. The movement begins to blossom and unfold through four rising lines in the solo violin.
This blossoming leads to the main body of the movement and a development of the materials, a return

Chiaroscuro Azzurro (2008) for violin and chamber orchestra

to the original theme now in the orchestra is lead by the winds as the soloist trills in a high register

In 2006 Miller Theatre launched a three-year project to commission “world-class” composers to write

above all. The movement ends with a reference to those blossoming flourishes from the opening,

new “Pocket Concerti”—i.e. works for soloist and sinfonietta—and to present the world premieres of

before it closes. Movement three is lead by loud, crashing percussion, followed by accented string and

these new works each season, three seasons in a row. Most of the composers commissioned for this

wind chords that “stab” through the texture. The fast music that follows is virtuosic for soloist and

project, had been featured in previous Miller Theatre performances, including Sebastian Currier,

orchestra. In the middle section, the soloist is blanketed by oscillating strings and supported by upward

Charles Wuorinen, Anthony Davis, Julia Wolfe, John Musto, John Zorn, Benedict Mason, and Huang

rising octatonic lines in the harp and vibraphone. The climax sees the soloist reaching the highest note

Ruo. The Pocket Concerto Project was a major initiative of Miller Theatre’s longstanding commitment

of the work (E-flat 7), which leads to a culmination of the preceding materials before an extended solo

to commissioning and presenting of new works. In the words of George Steel, Miller Theatre’s

cadenza. The final section of this movement takes the melodic material to a new active level before a

Executive Director at the time, “It was the Theatre’s goal to make lasting and substantial contributions

short and even more virtuosic coda ends the work. With Chiaroscuro Azzurro, the music came to me.

to the repertoire.” Laura Schwendinger’s work Chiaroscuro Azzurro, was written for Jennifer Koh and

The material knew where it wanted to go and let me come along for the voyage, and with the work

the International Contemporary Ensemble and premiered at Miller Theater March 26, 2008. Allan

nearly finished, the concept of Chiaroscuro came to mind. With extreme levels of both intensity and

Kozinn wrote of Ms. Schwendinger’s work “that is also lives in (at least) two worlds. The violin writing,

lyricism, the musical moods seemed highly contrasting and sharply juxtaposed, which reminded me

played with equal measures of energy and velvety richness by Jennifer Koh, is sometimes assertive

of a Georges de La Tour painting. The intensity of a flame, bright and present in the foreground, the back-

and rhythmically sharp-edged, but those moments virtually always resolve into a sweetly singing line.

ground dark and receding, the contrast heightened by the juxtaposition of the two. The energy and

The grittier orchestral writing offsets that sweetness without overwhelming it. This is a work that

excitement of the flame seems to fly off the canvas while the brooding mass of the dark background

seems likely to blossom with repeated listening.”

gives weight and strength to the whole. With that image in mind, the artistic term Chiaroscuro seemed

The work is in a traditional three movement, fast-slow-fast configuration, with a virtuosic enough

the poignant cast of the overall tone of the work. The work is dedicated to the memory of my teacher

setting to allow each soloist to show off their technical skills but also a lyricality that allows them to

Andrew Imbrie, and is played with sensitivity and exquisite clarity in this recording by Curtis Macomber.

to fit as a description for the sound world that interested me here, while Azzurro (blue) is a reference to

soar. Movement 1, although marked Con Bravura, at the outset in the solo violin’s opening cadenza
is followed by a sweet rising line lead in the harp and violin as the orchestra enters. The two moods

Waking Dream (2009) is a single movement poem for flute and chamber orchestra. It was written for

from the American Music Center, the Avery Fisher Career Grant, the Grand Prix du Disque, the Diapason

and dedicated to Christina Jennings. The work blossoms slowly through a long and sustained dream-like

d’Or, the Premio Internazionale “Accademia Musicale Chigiana.” He was in the final studio of leg-

span of tremolo strings with harp, celesta and vibraphone figures, sprinkled about as the flute flitters

endary cellist Leonard Rose at the Juilliard School and received a B.A. magna cum laude with highest

and flies above and below. Like golden reflections of light from the setting sun on water, Waking

honors from Harvard University. Haimovitz plays a Venetian cello, made in 1710 by Matteo Gofriller.

Dream is meant to evoke an intense and shimmering color world of sound.

The Performers

Flutist Christina Jennings is praised for virtuoso technique, rich tone, and command of a wide range

Award winning cellist Matt Haimovitz is acclaimed for both his tremendous artistry and as a musical

of literature featuring works from Bach to Zwilich. The Houston Press declared: “Jennings has got

visionary—pushing the boundaries of classical music performance, championing new music and ini-

what it takes: a distinctive voice, charisma, and a pyrotechnic style that works magic on the ears.” The

tiating groundbreaking collaborations, all while mentoring an award-winning studio of young cellists

first flutist in 15 years to win the Concert Artists Guild International Competition, other honors include

at McGill University’s Schulich School of Music in Montreal. Mr. Haimovitz made his debut in 1984,

First Prize at the Houston Symphony Ima Hogg Competition and the William C. Byrd Competition.

at the age of 13, as a soloist with Zubin Mehta and the Israel Philharmonic, and at 17 he made his first

Active as a concerto soloist, Ms Jennings has appeared with more than 50 orchestras. In great demand

recording for Deutsche Grammophon (Universal Classics) with James Levine and the Chicago

as a teacher, Ms. Jennings is Assistant Professor of Flute at the University of Colorado at Boulder, and

Symphony Orchestra. Haimovitz made his Carnegie Hall debut when he substituted for his teacher,

on the summer faculties of the Texas Music Festival, ARIA, and Greenwood. She is Co-Director with

the legendary Leonard Rose, in Schubert’s String Quintet, alongside Isaac Stern, Mstislav Rostropovich,

Leone Buyse of The Panoramic Flutist Seminar, in Boulder. Trained in the Dalcroze Eurhythmics

Pinchas Zukerman and Shlomo Mintz. Haimovitz’s recording career encompasses more than 20 years

method, Christina’s teaching incorporated movement and dance. She received her Bachelor and

of award-winning work on Deutche Grammophon and his own Oxingale Records. His recent release

Master’s degrees at The Juilliard School, and her principal teachers include Carol Wincenc, Leone

Meeting of the Spirits was nominated for a GRAMMY® for Best Classical Crossover Album and won

Buyse, George Pope, and Jeanne Baxtresser.

a GRAMMY® for Best Producer of the Year (Classical). A new recording with pianist Christopher
O’Riley, Shuffle.Play.Listen, celebrating the evolution of the listening experience since the iPod, has

The playing of violinist Curtis Macomber has been praised recently by the New York Times for its

received unanimous acclaim. The solo cello recital is a Haimovitz trademark, both inside and outside

“thrilling virtuosity” and by Strad Magazine for its “panache.” He is recognized as one of the most

the concert hall. In 2000, he made waves with his Bach “Listening-Room” Tour, for which Haimovitz

versatile soloists and chamber musicians before the public today, equally at home and committed to

took Bach’s beloved cello suites out of the concert hall and into clubs. He was the first classical artist

works from Bach to Babbitt, and with a discography ranging from complete Brahms String Quartets

to play at New York’s infamous CBGB club, in a performance filmed by ABC News for “Nightline

to the Roger Sessions Solo Sonata to the complete Grieg. Mr. Macomber has for many years been

UpClose.” Haimovitz’s honors include the Concert Music Award from ASCAP, the Trailblazer Award

recognized as a leading advocate of the music of our time. He has performed in hundreds of premieres,

commissions, and first recordings of solo violin and chamber works by, among others, Carter,

Davies The Lighthouse. Paiement made her Korean debut in 2004 conducting the world premiere of

Davidovsky, Perle, Wuorinen, and Mackey. As first violinist of the award-winning New World String

Chan-Hae Lee’s opera Back to the Origins and Nicola Le Fanu’s Old Woman of Beare. Since then, she

Quartet for 11 years (1982-1993), Mr. Macomber performed the standard repertoire as well as numer-

has returned to Korea on many occasions. Paiement’s interest in both vocal and instrumental music has

ous contemporary works in performances in major halls throughout the United States and Europe, and,

led her to conduct and record many world premieres of operas. In her interest to work on interdisciplinary

with the Quartet, was appointed Artist-in-Residence at Harvard University from 1982-1990. Mr. Macomber

projects, she has collaborated with many dancers and media artists. Through these collaborations she

is a founding member of the Apollo Piano Trio and a member of the Da Capo Chamber Players, the

has toured with Ensemble Parallèle in Australia and participated in the Asian-American-Australian

Manhattan String Quartet, the Walden Chamber Players and the New York Chamber Soloists. He was

Sound-Dance and Multi-Media Connections. Paiement is also the Artistic Director of the BluePrint

for many years the violinist of Speculum Musicae and has also appeared with the New York New

Project, a new music series offered by the San Francisco Conservatory of Music. Paiement is also

Music Ensemble, Group for Contemporary Music, Sea Cliff Chamber Players, and in chamber music

Director of Ensembles at the University of California, Santa Cruz and the Artistic Director of the San

series across the country and in Europe. He has been a regular participant at La Musica in Sarasota, at

Francisco Conservatory of Music’s New Music Ensemble. With these Ensembles, Paiement has

the Yellow Barn Festival and at the Monadnock Music Festival. He has recorded for Nonesuch, Koch,

recorded and commissioned many works. She holds a doctorate degree in Conducting from the

Bridge, Arabesque, Naxos, and Musical Heritage. The complete Grieg Sonatas are available on

Eastman School of Music.

Arabesque, and the complete Brahms Sonatas on Bridge. Mr. Macomber is a member of the chamber
music faculty of the Juilliard School and the violin faculty of the Manhattan School of Music, and has

The Madison Sinfonietta is comprised of the best players from The University of Wisconsin School

also taught at the Tanglewood Music Center and Taos School of Music. He holds his B.M., M.M., and

of Music faculty, as well as their most gifted students and alumni.

D.M.A. degrees from the Juilliard School, where he was a scholarship student of Joseph Fuchs and
winner of the Morris Loeb and Walter Naumburg Prizes.
Conductor Nicole Paiement is the Artistic Director of Ensemble Parallèle (EP), a professional
ensemble dedicated to contemporary chamber opera. With this Ensemble, Paiement has recorded many
world premieres performances, commissioned numerous new works from international composers,
and toured in many countries throughout the world including Australia and Korea. Under her baton,
the Ensemble recently performed John Harbison’s The Great Gatsby in a co-commissioned chamber
re-orchestration by Jacques Desjardins. In addition to her work with Ensemble Parallèle, Paiement is
an active guest conductor. She joined the Dallas Opera to conduct their performances of Peter Maxwell
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Live Premiere Recording
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As if in a dream [10:56]
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I. Con Moto [7:15]
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